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TIPO invests in iGuzzini Illuminazione
Today Fimag - Finanziaria Mariano Guzzini S.p.A., holding company of the industrial group Guzzini, and TIPO – TIPPre IPO S.p.A. (“TIPO”), investee company of T.I.P. - Tamburi Investment Partners S.p.A. (“TIP-MI”), signed an
agreement concerning the investment by TIPO in the share capital of iGuzzini Illuminazione S.p.A. (“iGuzzini”).

Established in1959 in Recanati (Italy), where the headquarter and the historical plant are still based, iGuzzini is
the largest Italian company operating in the design and manufacturing of high quality lighting luminaires and
one of the first European companies in the architectural sector, with 20 international subsidiaries and a
manufacturing plant in China. iGuzzini is active in 64 countries and in 2013 had revenues of Euro 199 million.

iGuzzini has a 62.3% share of group revenues generated by products launched on the market in the last five
years.
The development of LED – that as of today is already inserted in the majority of iGuzzini production – is expected
to replace all the other sources of light in a few years. The innovation carried out by iGuzzini is based on a
strong and consolidated research activity in the field of new technologies and their applications; to this aim
since long time the company has leveraged on the collaboration with important research institutes and
universities including Harvard University, M.I.T, Fraunhofer Institut, ENEA, Politecnico di Milano, Università La
Sapienza and with the universities based in the Marche region. Furthermore, since the beginning, the company has
invested in order to strengthen the network of cultural and scientific excellences for the educational
enrichment of its own territory, such as Istituto Adriano Olivetti per l’alta formazione manageriale.

iGuzzini has always followed an innovation strategy aimed at improving the quality of the environment through
light (Social Innovation through Lighting).

Over the years iGuzzini has received many awards for the quality of the design based on the principles of ecosustainability. The attention devoted to those issues has been proved also by the collaborations with
worldwide known designers and architects such as Renzo Piano, Norman Foster, Piero Castiglioni, Massimiliano
and Doriana Fuksas, Daniel Libeskind, OMA by Rem Koolhaas, curator of the last edition of the Biennale di

Architettura di Venezia.

TIPO will acquire a 14.29% stake of iGuzzini Illuminazione S.p.A.; a relevant part of the investment will be made
through a capital increase aimed at accelerating the development of iGuzzini group both in Italy and abroad,
where approximately 75% of its revenues are already generated.

according to Adolfo Guzzini, Chairman of Fimag and iGuzzini: “The investment by TIPO in the share capital of

iGuzzini is a wonderful demonstration of how many families of successful entrepreneurs, who have joined the
TIP-TIPO group and the team of TIP, have decided to believe in an ambitious growth story relating to the most
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important company of our group, that since long time is positioned among the main players worldwide and is now
engaged in an even faster development plan, that we are willing to pursue with a proper balance and
background of resources and competences”.

According to Giovanni Tamburi, Chairman of TIPO: “The investment in the share capital of one of the most

beautiful and important companies worldwide operating in the field of design, high technology for architecture
and the most advanced lighting solutions makes us feel very proud and it is by itself a great honour. Even more
since our investment is to work together with an entrepreneurial family of great success since long time and is
aimed at further strengthening the international development of the company in a specific market where Italy is
by far recognized as the worldwide leader”.

The closing of the transaction is expected to take place on January 2015.

The parties have agreed that the final objective is the listing of iGuzzini on the stock exchange and the beginning
of the process is forecasted within five years from the agreement.

Milan, December 11, 2014

CONTACTS: ALESSANDRA GRITTI
TEL. 02 8858801 MAIL: GRITTI@TAMBURI.IT
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